Abstract: High spatial resolution (1-5 m) remotely sensed datasets are increasingly being used to map land covers over large geographic areas using supervised machine learning algorithms. Although many studies have compared machine learning classification methods, sample selection methods for acquiring training and validation data for machine learning, and cross-validation techniques for tuning classifier parameters are rarely investigated, particularly on large, high spatial resolution datasets. This work, therefore, examines four sample selection methods-simple random, proportional stratified random, disproportional stratified random, and deliberative sampling-as well as three cross-validation tuning approaches-k-fold, leave-one-out, and Monte Carlo methods. In addition, the effect on the accuracy of localizing sample selections to a small geographic subset of the entire area, an approach that is sometimes used to reduce costs associated with training data collection, is investigated. These methods are investigated in the context of support vector machines (SVM) classification and geographic object-based image analysis (GEOBIA), using high spatial resolution National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) orthoimagery and LIDAR-derived rasters, covering a 2,609 km 2 regional-scale area in northeastern West Virginia, USA. Stratified-statistical-based sampling methods were found to generate the highest classification accuracy. Using a small number of training samples collected from only a subset of the study area provided a similar level of overall accuracy to a sample of equivalent size collected in a dispersed manner across the entire regional-scale dataset. There were minimal differences in accuracy for the different cross-validation tuning methods. The processing time for Monte Carlo and leave-one-out cross-validation were high, especially with large training sets. For this reason, k-fold cross-validation appears to be a good choice. Classifications trained with samples collected deliberately (i.e., not randomly) were less accurate than classifiers trained from statistical-based samples. This may be due to the high positive spatial autocorrelation in the deliberative training set. Thus, if possible, samples for training should be selected randomly; deliberative samples should be avoided.
Introduction
With the increasing availability of high spatial resolution (HR) remotely sensed datasets (1-5 m pixels), the routine production of regional-scale HR land-cover maps has become a possibility. However, due to the large area associated with regional-scale HR remote sensing projects, the sample selection for training and assessment can be burdensome. Sampling strategies that are commonly used in remote sensing analyses involving smaller datasets may be unsuitable or impractical for regional-scale HR
Background on Sample Selection in Remote Sensing
Samples in remote sensing analyses are typically collected for two purposes: training data for developing classification models and assessment or test data for evaluating the accuracy of the map product. Supervised classifiers, such as machine learning algorithms, use pre-labeled samples to train the classifier, which is then used to assign class labels to the remaining population. As the collection of training data inherently requires sampling, the strategies used for the sample selection must be carefully considered in the context of the characteristics of the dataset, classifier, and study objectives [10] . Although sample selection strategy is widely discussed in the remote sensing literature, there are a variety of opinions on almost every aspect of the sampling process. Nevertheless, there is a consensus that the size [5, 7, 11, 12] and quality [12] of the training sample dataset, as well as the sample selection method used [5] , can affect classification and accuracy assessments.
A variety of statistical (e.g., simple random and stratified random) and non-statistical (e.g., deliberative) sample selection methods have been used to collect training and testing samples for remote sensing analyses. Mu et al. [13] separated statistical-based sampling into two categories: spatial and aspatial approaches. Spatial sampling considers the spatial autocorrelation inherent in geographic data, while aspatial methods, which ignore potential spatial autocorrelation, include approaches such as simple random and stratified sampling. Although problems associated with aspatial sampling methods in remote sensing have been noted [14] [15] [16] , spatial sampling methods can be complex and typically require a priori information about the population, which may be difficult or impractical to collect. While spatial sampling methods have been used in remote sensing analyses, currently they are far less common than aspatial methods and consequently not pursued in this study.
Simple random sampling involves the purely random selection of samples and thus gives a direct estimate of the population parameters. Although random samples for image classification on average will sample each class (or stratum) in proportion to the area of that class in the map, any single random sample will generally not do so. This can exacerbate the difficulty of dealing with rare classes. Some classifiers, including support vector machines (SVM), are sensitive to imbalanced training data sets, in which some classes are represented by a much smaller number of samples than other classes [17] .
Stratified random sampling addresses this problem by forcing the number of samples in each stratum to be proportional to the area of the class. A variant on this method is equalized stratified random sampling, where the number of samples in each stratum is the same, irrespective of their area on the map. Equalized stratified random sampling may not be possible if some classes are so rare that the population of that class is smaller than the desired sample size. In such circumstances, a disproportional stratified random sample may be collected, an approach in which the sizes of the One disadvantage of all stratified approaches is that a pre-classification is needed to identify the strata. If the samples are only to be used for an accuracy assessment (and not training), then it is possible to use the classification itself to generate the strata. However, Stehman [18] points out that if multiple classifications are to be compared and the strata are developed from just one of those classifications, the resulting accuracy statistics for the remaining maps need to be modified to account for the differences between the map used to develop the stratification and the map under consideration. Furthermore, unlike random and stratified random sampling, equalized and disproportional stratified random samplings produce samples that are not a direct estimate of the population. Thus, for samples generated with these methods, the accuracy estimates need adjustment to account for the class prior probabilities [19] .
Deliberative sampling, in which samples are selected based on a non-random method, are also common in remote sensing. Deliberative sampling is necessary if access limitations or other issues constrain the sampling. One could hypothesize that deliberative sampling might, under certain circumstances, be more effective for classifier training than random sampling. Deliberative sampling allows for the incorporation of expert knowledge into the sample selection process. For example, samples can be selected to ensure that the variability of each class is well represented. Furthermore, in SVM, only training samples that define the hyperplane separating the classes are used by the classifier. Thus, for SVM, deliberative samples selected to represent potentially spectrally confused areas may be more useful than samples representing the typical class values [20] .
If in situ observations are required for sample characterization and the cost of traveling between sites is high, the spatial distribution of samples becomes a central focus. This is particularly a concern for regional-scale HR datasets. While certain innovative methods such as active learning have been proposed to reduce sampling costs [21, 22] , these methods are complex to implement and are beyond the scope of this study. An alternative is localizing sample selection to a single subset area of the region of interest. Localizing sample selection to a small geographic subset area can be advantageous in large regional-scale analyses for reducing sampling costs, especially if field observations are required.
Background on Cross-Validation Tuning
A central tenet of accuracy assessment is that the samples used for training should not also be used for evaluation. A similar concern applies to the methods for selecting the user-specified parameters required by most machine learning methods, for example, the number of trees for random forests, sigma and C values for radial basis function kernel support vector machines, and the k-distance for the k-nearest neighbors. The value of these parameters can affect the accuracy of the classification, and thus, optimizing the chosen values (sometimes called tuning) is usually required [23] [24] [25] [26] . Tuning is generally empirical, with various values for the parameters systematically evaluated, and the combination of values that generate the highest overall accuracy or kappa coefficient is assumed to be optimal [17, 25] . Excluding training samples from the samples used for the evaluation of the candidate parameter values reduces the likelihood of overtraining and thus improves the generalization of the classifier.
If the overall number of samples is small, a fixed partition of training samples into separate training and tuning samples will further exacerbate the limitations of the small sample size, since each sample is used once and for one purpose only (e.g., training). Cross-validation is an alternative approach to a fixed partition. In cross-validation, multiple partitions are generated, potentially allowing each sample to be used multiple times for multiple purposes, with the overall aim of improving the statistical reliability of the results. Examples of cross-validation methods include k-fold, leave-one-out, and Monte Carlo. Classification parameter tuning via cross-validation has been demonstrated to improve classification accuracy in remote sensing analyses [27] . However, as with any sampling technique, it is important that the overall sample set be representative of the entire data set, otherwise the generalizability of the supervised classifier is unknown [25] . The k-fold cross-validation method involves randomly splitting the sample set into a series of equally sized folds (groups), where k indicates the number of partitions, or folds, the dataset is split into. For example, if a k-value of ten is used, the dataset is split into ten partitions. In this case, nine of the partitions are used for training data, while the remaining one partition is used for test data. The training is repeated ten times, each time using a different partition as the test set and the remaining nine partitions as the training data. The average of the results is then reported [28] .
Leave-one-out cross-validation is similar to the k-fold cross-validation except the number of folds is set as the number of samples in the sample set. This approach can be slow with very large sample sets [29] .
Monte Carlo validation works on similar principles to k-fold cross-validation except that the folds are randomly chosen with replacement, also called bootstrapping. Thus, the Monte Carlo method may result in some samples being used for both training and testing data multiple times, or some data not being used at all. Usually, Monte Carlo methods employ a large number of simulations, for example 1,000 or more, and therefore may also be slow [30] .
While studies such as by Maxwell et al. [17] and Cracknell and Reading [25] demonstrated the merits of the cross-validation methods such as k-fold cross-validation for parameter tuning, very little attention has been given to examining the different cross-validation methods and their effect on parameter optimization and, by extension, machine learning classification performances.
Research Questions and Aims
This work examines sample selection and cross-validation parameter tuning on regional-scale land cover classifications using HR remotely sensed data. These issues are explored through the following interlinked research questions:
1.
Which training sample selection method results in the highest classification accuracy for a supervised support vector machine (SVM) classification of a regional-scale HR remotely sensed dataset? The methods tested include both statistical (simple random, proportional stratified random, and disproportional stratified random) and non-statistical (deliberative) methods.
2.
Which cross-validation method provides the highest classification accuracy? Methods tested are k-fold, leave-one-out, and Monte Carlo.
3.
What is the effect on classification accuracy for the different sampling and cross-validation methods when the samples are collected from a small localized region rather than from across the entire study area?
Materials and Methods

Study Area and Data
The study area ( Figure 1 ) lies within the northeastern section of West Virginia, near the borders with Maryland and Pennsylvania. The study area includes the entirety of the Preston County, as well as proportions of the neighboring Monongalia, Taylor, Barbour, and Tucker counties. This region is dominated by Appalachian mixed mesophytic forests [31] and the terrain is mountainous (548-914 m). Two remotely sensed datasets were used in this analysis: optical multispectral imagery and light detection and ranging (LIDAR) point cloud data. The optical dataset comprises leaf-on National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) orthoimagery collected primarily during 17-30 July 2011. A very small portion of the NAIP imagery was collected on 10 October 2011. The NAIP imagery consists of four spectral bands (red (590-675 nm), green (500-650 nm), blue (400-580 nm), and near-infrared (NIR) (675-850 nm)), with an 8-bit radiometric resolution and a spatial resolution of 1 m [32] . The data were provided as uncompressed digital orthophoto quarter quadrangles (DOQQs) in a .tiff format. The study area is covered by 108 individual DOQQ NAIP images, representing 260,975 ha or 4.2% of the total area of the state of West Virginia.
The LIDAR data were acquired using an Optech ALTM-3100C sensor through a series of aerial flights between 28 March and 28 April 2011. The LIDAR scanner had a 36° field of view and a frequency of 70,000 Hz. The LIDAR data were acquired at a flying height of 1,524 m above the ground with an average flight speed of 250 km/h. The flight lines of the LIDAR dataset had an average of 30% overlap. The LIDAR data include elevation, intensity, up to four returns, and a vendor-provided basic classification of the points [33] . The LIDAR data were formatted as a .las version 1.2 point cloud. In total, 1164 LIDAR tiles containing a combined total of 5.6 x 10 9 points were used in the analysis. A preliminary investigation indicated that little change occurred during the approximately three to four-month temporal gap between the LIDAR and NAIP acquisitions.
Four land-cover classes were mapped: forest, grassland, water, and other. The forest class is primarily closed-canopy deciduous and mixed forests. The grassland class comprises areas dominated by non-woody vegetation. The water class includes both impoundments and natural Two remotely sensed datasets were used in this analysis: optical multispectral imagery and light detection and ranging (LIDAR) point cloud data. The optical dataset comprises leaf-on National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) orthoimagery collected primarily during 17-30 July 2011. A very small portion of the NAIP imagery was collected on 10 October 2011. The NAIP imagery consists of four spectral bands (red (590-675 nm), green (500-650 nm), blue (400-580 nm), and near-infrared (NIR) (675-850 nm)), with an 8-bit radiometric resolution and a spatial resolution of 1 m [32] . The data were provided as uncompressed digital orthophoto quarter quadrangles (DOQQs) in a '.tiff' format. The study area is covered by 108 individual DOQQ NAIP images, representing 260,975 ha or 4.2% of the total area of the state of West Virginia.
The LIDAR data were acquired using an Optech ALTM-3100C sensor through a series of aerial flights between 28 March and 28 April 2011. The LIDAR scanner had a 36 • field of view and a frequency of 70,000 Hz. The LIDAR data were acquired at a flying height of 1,524 m above the ground with an average flight speed of 250 km/h. The flight lines of the LIDAR dataset had an average of 30% overlap. The LIDAR data include elevation, intensity, up to four returns, and a vendor-provided basic classification of the points [33] . The LIDAR data were formatted as a last version 1.2 point cloud. In total, 1164 LIDAR tiles containing a combined total of 5.6 × 10 9 points were used in the analysis. A preliminary investigation indicated that little change occurred during the approximately three to four-month temporal gap between the LIDAR and NAIP acquisitions.
Four land-cover classes were mapped: forest, grassland, water, and other. The forest class is primarily closed-canopy deciduous and mixed forests. The grassland class comprises areas dominated Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 185 6 of 21 by non-woody vegetation. The water class includes both impoundments and natural waterbodies. The other class encompasses areas characterized by bare soil, exposed rock, impervious surfaces, and croplands.
Experimental Design
Sample selection includes three components: sample size, sampling region, and sampling method. The sample size specifies the number of training samples in the training set. The sampling region indicates whether samples are collected from the entire study area or only a limited sub region. The sampling method specifies the protocol for selecting samples, for example, random or deliberative.
In this study, four sampling methods are used to generate training data sets, which are then used with three cross-validation methods in SVM classifications (Figure 2 ). The samples are selected from the entire study area or from only a small geographic subset of the study area, and in all cases, the classifier is applied to the entire regional-scale dataset. The error for all classifications is evaluated using a large independent validation dataset acquired from the entire regional-scale dataset.
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A normalized-digital surface model (nDSM) and intensity rasters were generated as input variables for the classification from the LIDAR point cloud data. The LIDAR intensity raster was generated using the first returns only and the LAS Dataset to Raster function in ArcMap 10.5.1 [34] . The LIDAR intensity data has proven to be beneficial for separating land-cover surfaces such as grassland, trees, buildings, and asphalt roads. [35] [36] [37] . The LIDAR intensity data was not normalized due to the limited LIDAR metadata which prevented the normalization for distance. Previous research indicates that LIDAR intensity information is still useful for land-cover classifications without this correction [38] . The nDSM was generated by subtracting a rasterized bare earth digital elevation model (DEM) from a digital surface model (DSM) produced from the ground and first returns, respectively. The LIDAR-derived surfaces were rasterized at 1 m, matching the pixel size of the NAIP orthoimagery. nDSMs have been demonstrated to be useful for characterizing the varying heights of natural and man-made objects in GEOBIA studies [39] .
The 108 NAIP orthoimages were mosaicked into a single large NAIP image mosaic using the Mosaic Pro tool within ERDAS Imagine 2016. Color-balancing was used to reduce the radiometric variations between the NAIP images, since they were acquired from different flights and times [40] . The NAIP mosaic was clipped to the extent of the LIDAR rasters. The NAIP and LIDAR rasters were then combined to form a single layer stack with six bands: four NAIP (Red, Green, Blue, and NIR) and two LIDAR (nDSM and Intensity).
Image Segmentation
The Trimble eCognition Developer 9.3 multi-resolution segmentation (MRS) algorithm was used as the segmentation method [41] . MRS is a bottom-up region-growing segmentation approach. Equal weighting was given to all six input bands for the segmentation. Preliminary segmentation trials found that a large number of artefacts were created by the image segmentation, apparently due to the "sawtooth" scanning pattern of the OPTECH ALTM 3100 sensor and the 1 m rasterization process [42] . A 5 × 5 pixel median filter was therefore applied to both the nDSM and Intensity rasters prior to segmentation to reduce the problem.
MRS has three user-set parameters: scale, shape, and compactness [43] . The scale parameter (SP) is regarded as the most important of the three parameters as it controls the size of the image objects [44] [45] [46] . The Estimation of Scale Parameter (ESP2) tool developed by Drăguţ et al. [45] was used to estimate the optimal scale parameter for the segmentation. The ESP2 tool generates image-objects using incrementally increasing SP values and calculates the local variance (LV) for each scale. The rate of change of the local variance (ROC-LV) is then plotted against the SP. In theory, peaks in the ROC-LV curve indicate segmentation levels in which segments most accurately delineate real world objects and thus optimal SPs for the segmentation [45] .
Due to the high processing and memory demands of the ESP2 tool, three randomly selected subset areas were chosen to apply the ESP2 process rather than attempting to run the tool across the entire regional-scale dataset. The three subset tests indicated optimal SP values of 97, 97, and 104. The intermediate value of 100 was therefore chosen for the segmentation of the entire image. Alterations of the shape and compactness parameters from their defaults of 0.1 and 0.5 respectively did not seem to improve the quality of the segmentation, and therefore these values were left unchanged. The segmentation generated 474,614 image segments.
Dataset Subsetting
The subsetting tool in eCognition was used to extract the subset dataset from the regional dataset. The location of the subset was selected so that it included all four classes of interest. The total area of the subset dataset was approximately 4.19% of the area of the regional-scale dataset and comprised 21,777 image objects.
Segment Attributes Used for Classification
A total of 35 spectral and geometric attributes (Table 1) were generated for each image object (segment); these attributes were used as the predictor variables for the classification. Examples of the spectral attributes include the object's means and standard deviations for each band and the geometric attributes include object asymmetry, compactness, and roundness. The object's mean normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) was also included as it is a commonly used spectral index used with NAIP data [47] . 
Sample Data Selection
As image-objects are the base unit of analysis in this study, an object-based sampling approach was used for the collection of the samples. Two spatial scales were employed: a small subset and a regional scale, encompassing the entire study area. A large regional sample (n = 10,000) from the regional-scale dataset was collected to provide a benchmark representing an assumed maximum accuracy possible with this dataset. Since the subset area is 4.19% of the regional scale data set, the sample size for the subset area was set to n = 419 samples (4.19% of 10,000). This sample set is termed the small subset dataset. In addition, a small regional sample (n = 419) was selected from the entire regional scale data set to provide a direct comparison with the small subset sample dataset. In summary, three categories of datasets were collected at two spatial scales and two sample sizes: samples from a small limited region within the study area (small subset sample) ( Figure 3 ) and two sets of samples collected from across the study area, one encompassing a small number of samples (small regional sample) ( Figure 4 ) and another encompassing a large number (large regional sample) ( Figure 5 ). 
Attribute Type
Attributes Number of Attributes Spectral Mean (Blue, Green, Intensity, NIR, Red, nDSM), Mode (Blue, Green, Intensity, NIR, Red, nDSM), Standard deviation (Blue, Green, Intensity
Sample Data Selection
As image-objects are the base unit of analysis in this study, an object-based sampling approach was used for the collection of the samples. Two spatial scales were employed: a small subset and a regional scale, encompassing the entire study area. A large regional sample (n = 10,000) from the regional-scale dataset was collected to provide a benchmark representing an assumed maximum accuracy possible with this dataset. Since the subset area is 4.19% of the regional scale data set, the sample size for the subset area was set to n = 419 samples (4.19% of 10,000). This sample set is termed the small subset dataset. In addition, a small regional sample (n = 419) was selected from the entire regional scale data set to provide a direct comparison with the small subset sample dataset. In summary, three categories of datasets were collected at two spatial scales and two sample sizes: samples from a small limited region within the study area (small subset sample) ( Figure 3 ) and two sets of samples collected from across the study area, one encompassing a small number of samples (small regional sample) ( Figure 4 ) and another encompassing a large number (large regional sample) ( Figure 5 ). For each of these three categories of spatial scales and sampling sizes, four sampling methods were employed: simple random, proportional stratified random, disproportional stratified random, and deliberative. All samples were manually labeled by the analyst. In total, 53,352 samples were collected for this analysis. The number of samples for each training and validation sample sets is summarized in Table 2a For each of these three categories of spatial scales and sampling sizes, four sampling methods were employed: simple random, proportional stratified random, disproportional stratified random, and deliberative. All samples were manually labeled by the analyst. In total, 53 The eCognition version 9.3 client does not offer a tool for selecting random samples, and therefore the select random polygon tool in QGIS was used.
Proportional Stratified Random Sampling
Because a stratified approach requires a priori strata, a rule-based classification developed through the expert system was applied to both the regional-scale dataset and the subset dataset ( Figure 6 ) to estimate the strata sizes for the subset and regional datasets. The eCognition version 9.3 client does not offer a tool for selecting random samples, and therefore the select random polygon tool in QGIS was used.
Because a stratified approach requires a priori strata, a rule-based classification developed through the expert system was applied to both the regional-scale dataset and the subset dataset ( Figure 6 ) to estimate the strata sizes for the subset and regional datasets. The ruleset contained 16 individual rules. The accuracy of the rule-based classifications was evaluated using the samples from the large regional-scale validation dataset and had an overall accuracy of 98.1%. The strata size for both the subset and regional-scale datasets were determined by the total area occupied by each class. Table 3 summarizes the proportions of the strata for both datasets. Simple random sampling was used within each stratum to obtain samples for both the subset and regional-scale datasets. The ruleset contained 16 individual rules. The accuracy of the rule-based classifications was evaluated using the samples from the large regional-scale validation dataset and had an overall accuracy of 98.1%. The strata size for both the subset and regional-scale datasets were determined by the total area occupied by each class. Table 3 summarizes the proportions of the strata for both datasets. Simple random sampling was used within each stratum to obtain samples for both the subset and regional-scale datasets. It was not possible to test an equalized stratified sampling approach because the water class is too rare to provide sufficient samples for a 25% proportion. Consequently, a disproportional stratified approach was chosen. For this sample, the class proportions were defined as 50% forest, 20% grassland, 20% other, and 10% water. These proportions were selected as intermediate values between the random and equalized stratified proportions to ensure a larger representation of the less common classes than in the random dataset. The same values were used for the small subset and small and large regional sample sets.
Deliberative Sampling
The deliberative sample was produced via on-screen digitizing by the analyst using the sample selection tool in eCognition Developer. No attempt was made to avoid spatial autocorrelation in the samples selected, for example, by avoiding samples that were spatially adjacent, because manual selection of samples is generally characterized by autocorrelation [48] .
Cross-Validation Strategies
The cross-validation tuning methods were conducted using the trainControl function within the caret package [49] in R Studio 1.1.383. A separate classification was conducted for each cross-validation tuning method used and each sample set. The three cross-validation strategies tested were k-fold, leave-one-out, and Monte Carlo.
Supervised Classification
A radial basis function kernel (RBF) Support Vector Machines (SVM) was chosen as the supervised machine learning classifier for several reasons:
SVM is a commonly used supervised classifier in remote sensing analyses [17] . 2.
SVM is a non-parametric classifier, meaning it makes no assumption regarding the underlying data distribution. This may be advantageous for a small sample set [50] . 3.
SVMs are able to perform well with relatively small training datasets when compared to other commonly used classifiers.
4.
SVMs are attractive for their ability to find a balance between accuracy and generalization [51] .
A total of 36 individual classifications were conducted, each using a different combination of sample and validation methods: 3 categories of approaches at different spatial scales and sample sizes (small subset, small regional, and large regional) × 4 sample selection methods (simple random, proportional stratified random, disproportional stratified random, and deliberative) × 3 cross-validation tuning methods (k-fold, leave-one-out, and Monte Carlo) = 36 classifications. Table 4 details all subset-trained and regional-trained classifications. The SVM classifications were conducted within R Studio client version 1.1.383 using the e1071 [52] and caret packages [49] on a Dell Optiplex 980 workstation with an Intel i7 2.80 GHz processor with 16.0 GB of memory running Windows 8.1 Enterprise. The processing time for all classifications were recorded using the microbenchmark package [53] . Processing runtime values should be interpreted as indications of relative speed and not as absolute values as they are highly dependent on the system architecture, CPU allocation, memory availability, and background system processes, among other factors. Table 4 . Classifications and associated abbreviations based on the sample selection method, training sample size, region of area collected, and cross-validation method. 
Cross-Validation
Small- Subset- (SR-KF) Small- Subset- (SR-MC) Small- Subset- (SR-LOO) Small- Regional- (SR-KF) Small- Regional- (SR-MC) Small- Regional- (SR-LOO) Large- Regional- (SR-KF) Large- Regional- (SR-MC) Large- Regional- (SR-LOO) Proportional Stratified Random (PSTR) Small- Subset- (PSTR-KF) Small- Subset- (PSTR-MC) Small- Subset- (PSTR-LOO) Small- Regional- (PSTR-KF) Small- Regional- (PSTR-MC) Small- Regional- (PSTR-LOO) Large- Regional- (PSTR-KF) Large- Regional- (PSTR-MC) Large- Regional- (PSTR-LOO) Disproportional Stratified Random (DSTR) Small- Subset- (DSTR-KF) Small- Subset- (DSTR-MC) Small- Subset- (DSTR-LOO) Small- Regional- (DSTR-KF) Small- Regional- (DSTR-MC) Small- Regional- (DSTR-LOO) Large- Regional- (DSTR-KF) Large- Regional- (DSTR-MC) Large- Regional- (DSTR-LOO) Deliberative (DL) Small- Subset- (DL-KF) Small- Subset- (DL-MC) Small- Subset- (DL-LOO) Small- Regional- (DL-KF) Small- Regional- (DL-MC) Small- Regional- (DL-LOO) Large- Regional- (DL-KF) Large- Regional- (DL-MC) Large- Regional- (DL-LOO)
Error Assessment
Each of the trained classifications was tested against a large, randomly sampled validation dataset (n = 10,000) collected from the regional-scale dataset. Results for each classification were reported in a confusion matrix programmed via the caret package in the R statistical client. User's and producer's accuracies were calculated as well as overall accuracy and the kappa coefficient. Additionally, McNemar's test [54] was used to evaluate the statistical significance of differences observed between the k-fold tuned classifications. McNemar's test is a non-parametric evaluation of the statistical differences between two classifications with related samples [55] . A p-value smaller than 0.05 indicates a one-sided 95% confidence that the differences in accuracy between the classifications are statistically significant. Figure 7 summarizes the overall accuracies of the classification of the entire regional dataset using the various training samples and k-fold (k = 10) cross-validation. Within each spatial scale and sample size (i.e., subset, small regional, and large regional), the disproportional stratified random (DSTR) samples consistently resulted in the highest overall accuracy although it is notable that variations between the performance of the classifications trained using the different statistical-based sampling methods were small, less than 2%.
Results and Discussion
Performance of Sample Selection Methods
Figure 7.
Overall accuracies of the regional classifications using small subset, small regional, and large regional training datasets and k-fold (k=10) cross-validation tuning.
Despite the small differences between some of the classification accuracies, the McNemar's test results, shown in Table 5 , indicate that most of the differences were statistically significant. The only exceptions were the differences in the classification accuracies for the large regional-trained SR, PSTR, and DSTR, which indicates that when the sample size is very large (n = 10,000 in this case), differences between sampling methods is less important.
Classifications trained with the SR sample resulted in a slightly lower accuracy than those trained with the PSTR and DSTR samples. This suggests that sample stratification is advantageous for SVM classifiers, as stratification ensures that rare classes are sampled at a rate that is either equal to or greater than their proportion in the dataset, depending on whether proportional or disproportional stratified approaches are selected.
The DSTR sampling method was designed to provide a much larger number of samples from minority classes, such as the water and other classes, than the simple random or proportional stratified random sampling methods (Table 2a-c) . Using SR sampling, the number of samples from the minority classes may vary greatly, depending on random chance, especially when the total number of samples is small (e.g., 419 in this case). This can be seen in the small-regional SR and PSTR sample sets, where only 2 and 3 samples, respectively, were collected for water (Table 2b ). The number of samples selected for the rare classes is important; Waske et al. [56] found that SVM was negatively affected by dataset imbalance. Stehman [57] also found that sample stratification resulted in improved classification accuracy due to an increased sample selection from the minority classes. The results of our study emphasize the value of disproportional stratified sample selection to reduce class imbalance and ensure minority class representation in the training set. Overall accuracies of the regional classifications using small subset, small regional, and large regional training datasets and k-fold (k = 10) cross-validation tuning.
The DSTR sampling method was designed to provide a much larger number of samples from minority classes, such as the water and other classes, than the simple random or proportional stratified random sampling methods (Tables 2a-2c) . Using SR sampling, the number of samples from the minority classes may vary greatly, depending on random chance, especially when the total number of samples is small (e.g., 419 in this case). This can be seen in the small-regional SR and PSTR sample sets, where only 2 and 3 samples, respectively, were collected for water (Table 2b ). The number of samples selected for the rare classes is important; Waske et al. [56] found that SVM was negatively affected by dataset imbalance. Stehman [57] also found that sample stratification resulted in improved classification accuracy due to an increased sample selection from the minority classes. The results of our study emphasize the value of disproportional stratified sample selection to reduce class imbalance and ensure minority class representation in the training set. The classifications trained from the deliberative (DL) samples consistently had lower accuracies across all sample sets ( Figure 7) . The low accuracy for the classifications with the DL samples indicates that samples acquired though expert selection of the training data did not adequately characterize the dataset. Notably, the DL samples have higher spatial autocorrelation than samples collected via the statistical-based methods ( Figure 5 ). This is not surprising; as noted previously, human-based deliberative sampling has a high potential for spatial autocorrelation [48] . High spatial autocorrelation in sample sets may result in a reduction in the effective sample size [13] . A univariate Moran's I test indicates that the small subset, small regional, and large regional DL samples all show positive spatial autocorrelation, with values of 0.950, 0.692, and 0.985, respectively. While the SR, PSTR, and DSTR samples also contained positive spatial autocorrelation, ranging from 0.208 (subset-SR) to 0.661 (large-regional-DSTR), they showed less positive spatial autocorrelation than all DL sample sets. Stratified sampling, especially disproportional stratified sampling, tends to favor some autocorrelation, since samples are, by definition, not completely random.
The similar performance between the classifications trained from the small subset and small regional-scale samples and the much higher accuracy reported from the large regional-scale sample indicate that the geographic location of the sample may not be as important as the sample size in determining the accuracy of the supervised SVM classifications. This is notable as selecting a small sample from a subset area is less expensive in terms of effort than selecting a small sample from a regional-scale area, especially if field data collection is needed. It should also be mentioned that the regional-scale area in this analysis was generally homogenous, which allowed the selection of a single subset area that contained many examples of all four classes of interest. In areas or datasets that are more heterogeneous or contain extreme minority classes limited to separate geographic regions of a regional-scale dataset, multiple subset areas may be needed for subset-based sampling to be effective. The fact that the classifications trained from both small sample sets were less accurate than the large regional-trained benchmark classification emphasizes that large numbers of statistical-based samples can raise the accuracy of SVM classifications substantially.
Performance of Cross-Validation Tuning Methods
There was no consistent pattern for the overall accuracy of the classifications trained from the small subset samples and tuned using the three cross-validation methods (k-fold, Monte Carlo, and leave-one-out). As seen in Figure 8a , when the SR samples were used as training data, the k-fold (KF) method provided slightly higher accuracy than the Monte Carlo (MC) or leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation. MC proved the best method for the PSTR samples. KF, MC, and LOO tuning resulted in equal overall accuracies for the DSTR samples. Overall, the differences in overall accuracy between the tuning methods on the small subset statistical-sample trained classifications was less than 1%.
The cross-validation tuning methods using the small regional SR, PSTR, and DSTR training data applied to the SVM classification all showed high values for overall accuracy (Figure 8b ) and inconsistent results for the different tuning methods, similar to the results of the small subset training data. LOO had slightly lower performance on the SR classifications, but this decrease in performance was also less than 1%. The DSTR classifications had the highest overall accuracy, irrespective of the cross-validation tuning methods, with the MC-and LOO-tuned DSTR classifications resulting in 94.8% and the k-fold tuned-DSTR resulting in 94.7% overall accuracy.
For the large-regional statistical sample-trained classifications, the MC-and KF-tuned classifications consistently outperformed LOO. This indicates that LOO is less effective for tuning than KF and MC when dealing with large statistical-based sample sets. Both MC and KF had the same overall accuracy for the large-regional SR, PSTR, and DSTR classifications.
The deliberative-trained classifications for both the small subset and regional scales had much lower performances than the statistical based classifications. For the small-regional DL classifications, LOO matched the overall accuracy of KF and MC at 89.6% (Figure 8b ). However, for both the small-subset (Figure 8a ) and large-regional DL classifications (Figure 8c ), LOO tuning improved overall accuracy by 3.6% and 1.2%, respectively over the KF-DL classifications.
The confusion matrices of the small subset-DL-KF (Table 6) , MC (Table 7) , and LOO (Table 8) show that the increase in performance of the small subset-DL-LOO classification was due to a substantial increase in the producer's accuracy of the forest class and the increased user's accuracy of the grassland class, though at the cost of decreases in the other class accuracies, most notably in the grassland producer's accuracy. As the forest and grassland classes combined make up 93.4% of the validation dataset, improving the average class accuracies of these two classes led to a marked improvement of the overall accuracy. However, both the leave-one-out and Monte Carlo tuning required longer processing time than the k-fold (k = 10) cross-validation tuning (Table 9 ). When sample sizes become very large (n = 10,000), leave-one-out tuning may become prohibitively slow; though with advances in processor technology, this may be less of a concern for the future. Since no cross-validation method was consistently superior for tuning SVM classifications trained from the SR, PSTR, and DSTR sample sets and for all sample sets, k-fold may be the most effective and efficient method for cross-validation parameter tuning for SVM classifiers.
Conclusions
This investigation explored the effects sample acquisition method, sample geographic distribution, and cross-validation tuning methods in regional-scale land-cover classifications of HR remotely sensed data. Based upon the results presented in this analysis, a random sample, possibly combined with stratification techniques to ensure adequate representation of minority classes within training sample sets, is recommended. Deliberative samples should be avoided, possibly because of the tendency of humans to collect excessively highly autocorrelated samples. Stehman, [57] recommends using an underlying systematic sampling scheme to minimize spatial autocorrelation in sample sets.
Classifications trained from the small subset-based sample sets were found to have comparable performance to classifications trained from small sample sets acquired in a dispersed manner across the entire regional-scale study site. This is an important finding because if sample selection is expensive, especially if field checking is required, a relatively small sample set collected from a subset area of the regional-scale study area can be used. However, it is important to note that since the study area for this analysis was broadly homogenous, it was possible to select a single subset area that contained adequate examples of all four classes of interest for training data collection. In more heterogeneous environments, multiple subset areas may be needed to obtain the samples. Future research is needed on large-scale sample selection strategies in highly heterogeneous environments.
The relative accuracy of classifications produced with k-fold (k = 10), leave-one-out, and Monte Carlo cross-validation tuning methods when trained with the small subset, small regional, and large regional SR, PSTR, and DSTR data sets were not consistent. As the Monte Carlo and leave-one-out cross-validation tuning methods required greater processing resources and time, the k-fold cross-validation method may be preferable, especially for large sample sets. Regarding deliberative sampling methods, in both the small subset and large regional classifications, leave-one-out cross-validation tuning was more effective in increasing classifier performance when compared to the k-fold and Monte Carlo tuning.
In summary, for large regional-scale HR classifications, deliberative sampling should be avoided not only for accuracy assessment data but also for training data collection. Random samples are preferable, and data collected randomly from a small subset region is adequate, at least in relatively homogenous areas. Disproportional stratified sampling can be used to reduce the effect of imbalanced samples. Tuning is important, though the type of method used does not seem to have a large effect. k-fold tuning is possibly a good choice because it is relatively rapid. 
